RELEASE of ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE

Under most circumstances, an attorney cannot reveal information relating to the representation of a client to anyone unless the client gives consent. You have expressed a desire to allow the lawyers and staff of ____________________________ to communicate about your case and representation with the following people:

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

This release may be withdrawn by you at any time. Please contact your attorney's office in writing to withdraw this release.

I am knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily releasing ____________________________ to discuss my case and representation with the above named people.

Dated this _______ day of __________________, ___________

______________________________________________
Client Name

______________________________________________
Client Signature

About Freedom for Immigrants

Freedom for Immigrants is devoted to abolishing immigration detention, while ending the isolation of people currently suffering in the profit-driven system. We visit and monitor detention facilities around the country and run the largest national hotline for detained immigrants. Through these windows into the system, we gather data and stories to combat injustice at the individual level and push wide-scale systemic change.

We visit people in ICE detention. Examples of ways in which we offer them support include maintaining connections between them and their loved ones (whether in the US or abroad), referring them to legal and other community services, giving them materials to help them fight their cases pro se, helping them gather necessary documents, securing post-release support, and reporting civil and human rights violations. Learn more at www.freedomforimmigrants.org.